
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Media release 

 
Growing importance of Investor Relations in Switzerland - higher budgets and 
increasing professionalism 
 
Zurich, 23 September 2005 - A survey conducted among the biggest Swiss 
companies by the Investor Relations Firm and the financial journal "Finanz und 
Wirtschaft" underlines the growing importance of Investor Relations. A total of 
60 companies took part in the summer 2005 survey, representing about 60% of 
the market capitalisation of all SPI companies. 
 
At the centre of the survey were the Investor Relations programmes and communication 

customs in IR matters. It was the second analysis, following its predecessor in 2003. 15 

SMI companies and 45 Small & Midcaps contributed their experience.  The evaluation 

of the study shows the challenges for companies and the current trends in Swiss Investor 

Relations.  

 

The core statements of the Investor Relations study 2005: 
• Growing importance of IR in Switzerland: The budgets, primarily for SPI 

companies, have risen on average in the last two years - on average for all 

companies by 5%. 
• Importance of IR depends on circle of shareholders: The importance of IR 

is higher for companies whose shares are in widespread ownership than for 

those with a dominant main shareholder.  
• Professional financial communication advisors are in demand: The large 

majority of companies work regularly or occasionally with an IR agency; two 

years ago it was less than half of them. There are clear differences between the 

needs of SMI and SPI companies. 
• Management is active in IR: IR is an important management responsibility at 

stock exchange listed companies. CEOs and CFOs devote 10% and 15% 

respectively of their working time to this task - practically unchanged in 

comparison with 2003.  
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• Personal contact is the most important communication instrument: The 

companies use varying instruments in communication with institutional 

investors and public shareholders. The Annual Report, the IR website and the 

Annual General Meeting are of major importance in communication with public 

shareholders. Road-shows and individual discussions are the most important 

platforms for communication with institutional investors. 
• Reports on Corporate Governance (CG) and sustainability are of 

limited value: Several companies have a critical view of the cost-benefit 
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relationship of CG reports although the need of information in terms of CG is 

high at all the companies. Sustainability reporting is less widespread; its value is 

similarly regarded with scepticism. Nevertheless, many IROs would like to have 

an easily comprehensible, official catalogue of criteria for sustainability reports.  
• Four trends are characteristic for IR:  

• The stock exchange listed companies are currently seeking more active IR; 

investor targeting beeing a key tool.  
• The regulatory requirements are continuing to increase. 
• The demand by investors for a trend towards more transparency remains 

unchanged. 
• The IROs increasingly regard it as their task to structure the positioning of 

the company in the financial community more strongly and on their own.  
 
The results of the survey are summarised in a study. It is available in German (with a 

summary in English) and can be obtained from: 
 

The Investor Relations Firm AG 

Rämistrasse 4 

Postfach 

8024 Zurich 

 

For further information: 
Barbara Galliker, The Investor Relations Firm AG 

Tel. +41 43 244 81 48, info@irfirm.biz 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief profile of the IR Firm 
IRFirm supports listed and financial services companies in the conceptualization and 

implementation of their communications with the capital market participants. The 

company has extensive experience in developing and maintaining investor and media 

relations, in handling the communicative challenges of special situations (capital market 

transactions such as public offerings, rights issues and mergers & acquisitions) and in the 

conceptualization and implementation of publications and IR websites.  The firm is the 

market leader in Switzerland and is the Swiss partner of Financial Dynamics. Further 

information under www.irfirm.biz 


